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Richard Wagner - Siegfried Idyll 
 
Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll was premiered on Christmas Day of 1870 under somewhat unusual 
circumstances. Wagner had composed the work as a present to his wife, Cosima, on the birth of 
their son, Siegfried. The premiere was given on the stairs of their villa in Tribschen, by members of 
the Tonhalle Orchestra Zürich (with conductor Hans Richter playing trumpet) and it is said that 
Cosima was roused from sleep by the first sounds of the violins as Idyll begins. The work abounds 
with musical references of personal significance to Wagner and Cosima and he used much of the 
material when he came to write his opera, Siegfried. Tonight, it will be performed in the version 
played on that Christmas morning in 1870. 
 
Johan Nepomuk Hummel – Trumpet Concerto 
 
Johann Nepomuk Hummel was one of the best keyboard players of his era. As well as receiving 
tuition from Mozart for a number of years Hummel was influenced by Haydn, composer of the first 
concerto for the new chromatic keyed trumpet. In fact both Haydn and Hummel wrote their trumpet 
concerti for the same man, the inventor of the keyed trumpet Anton Weidinger. 
 
Hummel was progressive in his writing style and his teaching of the future generation was highly 
influential. Like other much more celebrated composers he was responsible for developing 
classical ideas and inspiring his students to explore new ideas that featured heavily in the 
Romantic era. 
 
Whilst keeping the form of a classical three movement concerto, his Trumpet Concerto in E Major 
breaks tradition by using much more chromaticism. This particular concerto by Hummel was used 
to announce and celebrate his arrival as the new Kapellmeister in the Court of Esterházy on new 
year's day in 1804, where he succeeded his teacher, Franz Joseph Haydn. 
 
 
Beethoven – Symphony No. 1  
 
Ludwig van Beethoven was a good friend of Hummel. They met in Vienna, both students of 
Albrechtsberger and Haydn and remained in close contact throughout their lives. 
 
Much like Hummel's Trumpet Concerto announcing his arrival at the Court of Esterházy, 
Beethoven’s Symphony 1 was the first proper display of his talent in Vienna as a composer in 
1800. 
 
He broke from Haydn's symphonic tradition by adding more instruments to the orchestra, 
increasing the range of dynamics, and varying the tempi a great deal. However, the respect he 
had for his teachers is evident in this symphony, full of harmonic ambiguity, a sense of humour at 
points, and a traditional form. This meant he was well received in Vienna and respected as a man 
not afraid to make his musical mark. 
 

 
 
 



Born into a Salvation Army family, James Fountain 
was brought up surrounded by music and in 
particular brass bands, therefore it is no surprise 
that at 3 years old James was already playing his 
first notes on the cornet. James received his first 
cornet tuition from his father, before continuing his 
musical education with the Northamptonshire 
Music & Performing Arts Trust (NMPAT). At 14 
James joined the National Youth Brass Band of 
Great Britain under the direction of Maestro 
Bramwell Tovey of the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra, and went on to be Principal Cornet of 
the band for 9 courses also performing as a 
featured soloist in his final two courses. 
 
Soon after joining the NYBBGB James was also 
appointed as Principal Cornet with the Virtuosi 
GUS Brass Band, a position he held for 5 years 
across two periods. In 2011, aged just 17, James 
was appointed as Principal Cornet of the world 
famous Grimethorpe Colliery Brass Band. James 
performed across the UK with Grimethorpe, the 
band famous for the hit 90's movie 'Brassed Off', 

and was a soloist with the band on their high profile, sold out tour of Australia in summer 2011. 
James studied Trumpet at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London from 2012-2015, 
under the tuition of Professor Paul Cosh and Paul Beniston. 
 
In November 2014, at only 20 years of age, James was appointed as the Principal Trumpet of the 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in London. Alongside its regular performances in London and 
across the UK, the orchestra has an intense touring schedule throughout which often includes 
regular trips to China, USA and Europe. Now in his 2nd season with the RPO, James looks 
forward to performing Haydn's Trumpet Concerto with them in October 2017 at the Cadogan Hall 
in London. 
 
James maintains a busy schedule outside of the orchestra. As a soloist, he has performed around 
the world in Australia, North America, Asia, South America and all over Europe. In April 2015, 
James returned to the National Youth Brass Band as guest soloist on their Easter course working 
again with Maestro Tovey (Vancouver Symphony Orchestra). In August 2015, James was a 
featured soloist in the BBC Proms at the Royal Albert Hall, performing Aaron Copland's 'Quiet City' 
with the RPO and Eric Whitacre. As a chamber musician, James features regularly with Septura, 
SuperBrass Ensemble, as well as being a member of the Bold as Brass Quintet. In the recording 
studio, James has been fortunate enough to work on with composers such as Howard Shore, Alan 
Menken and Henry Jackman. 
 
James is a featured artist for Geneva Instruments, performing exclusively on their 'Cardinal' 
Cornet as well as their 'Symphony' Bb Trumpet. 
 
 



 

Chloé van Soeterstède is an ambitious French conductor. At the age of just 28, Chloé has 
served as Assistant Conductor to Sir Mark Elder and the Hallé, Juanjo Mena, Yan Pascal 
Tortelier and John Stogårds with the BBC Philharmonic and Vasily Petrnko with the Royal 
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Chloé has worked with many orchestras in United Kingdom, Germany, Finland and France; 
including the United Strings of Europe Chamber Orchestra, Kuopio Symphony Orchestra, 
European Union Youth Orchestra, Halle Youth Orchestra and the Solingen Orchestra - where 
she was immediately re-invited to conduct the orchestra in Rotterdam. In 2012, Chloé founded 
the Arch Sinfonia, an organisation which is actively supported by conductors Paavo Jarvi, Yan 
Pascal Tortelier and Francois-Xavier Roth, and the film director Tony Palmer. The orchestra 
has become renowned for its boundless energy and committed performances of a wide range 
of repertoire. 

As well as her commitment to the Arch Sinfonia, future engagements include working as 
Assistant Conductor to Francois-Xavier Roth and Orchestre Symphonique du Departement de 
l'Aisne, coached by musicians of Orchestra Les Siècles and working again with the European 
Music Campus Orchestra. Chloe will also be making her debut with the Manchester Camerata 
in June, National Childrens Orchestra of Great Britain and the Greater Manchester Youth 
String Orchestra at the Bridgewater Hall in July. In March 2018, Chloe will conduct members of 
Orchestra Les Siècles at the Cite de la Musique in Soisson in a Debussy programme with Julie 
Depardieu.  

Chloé is currently studying for a Masters of Music in conducting at the Royal Northern College 
of Music with Mark Heron and Clark Rundell. She has participated in masterclasses with Marin 
Alsop, Sir Mark Elder, Paavo Jarvi, Juanjo Mena, Vasily Petrenko, Nicholas Pasquet, Leonid 
Grin, Neeme Jarvi and Jorma Panula. 

 



 
At the Geneva Group we are proud of our instruments and our 
dedicated European workforce. Our factories in Hradec Kralove 
and Kraslice in the Czech Republic are producing some of the 
finest instruments available on the market today, and once again 
flying the flag for our European made instruments. 
 
I have and will continually strive to develop our products to offer 

musicians the best possible instruments available. Our instruments can be heard being performed 
by the world’s finest Musicians from brass bands, London’s West End, leading studio recording 
artists, the very best of jazz musicians and from the finest orchestras (including James Fountain 
and the trumpet section of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra). 
 
Part of our work is to ensure that music is heard all over the world and that the musical traditions 
are available to all. It is with this belief that we are proud to sponsor tonight’s concert and wish the 
Arch Sinfonia and our Geneva Artist, James Fountain every success for their performance. 

 
Tim Oldroyd 

Founder and CEO of the Geneva Group  
 
 
 

  
 

 
EDHEC-Risk Institute set up ERI Scientific Beta in December 2012 as part of its policy of 
transferring know-how to the industry. ERI Scientific Beta is an original initiative which aims to 
favour the adoption of the latest advances in “smart beta” design and implementation by the whole 
investment industry. Its academic origin provides the foundation for its strategy: offer, in the best 
economic conditions possible, the smart beta solutions that are most proven scientifically with full 
transparency of both the methods and the associated risks. Smart beta is an approach that 
deviates from the default solution for indexing or benchmarking of using market capitalisation as 
the sole criterion for weighting and constituent selection. 
  
ERI Scientific Beta provides worldwide client servicing through its offices in Boston, London, Nice, 
Singapore and Tokyo. With a dedicated team of 45 people it has become one of the leaders in 
supplying multi-smart-factor indices. As of December 31, 2016, the Scientific Beta indices 
corresponded to USD 12.3bn in assets under replication. ERI Scientific Beta signed the United 
Nations-supported Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) on September 27, 2016. 
 
 
	

 



The Arch Sinfonia is a cross-art chamber orchestra based in London. 

Founded in 2012, by the dynamic young conductor Chloé van Soeterstède, the Arch Sinfonia 
has become renowned for its boundless energy, youthful inspiration and committed 
performances of a wide range of repertoire. Comprising musicians from across the world, the 
orchestra curates engaging programmes which extend across five centuries of musical history, 
spanning popular masterworks, adventurous cross art form projects and pieces commissioned 
especially for the ensemble. Recent collaborations have included projects with the Royal 
Academy of Art, London Russian Ballet School and the Manchester Singers. 

The Arch Sinfonia perform in a wide range of settings with artists from numerous artistic 
disciplines. As the resident orchestra at St. Phillips Earls Court, the orchestra has collaborated 
with renowned soloists, such as Zsolt-Tihamer Visontay, Amy Harman, Di Xiao, Katy Wooley 
and James Fountain amongst others. Arch Sinfonia has given performances at the Chapelle 
des Invalides in Paris, LSO St. Luke’s and the Guildhall School in London. The orchestra has 
appeared on adverts for Ford and Sony. 

The Arch Sinfonia is on a mission to re-examine the possibilities of an orchestra and break 
down the barriers between audience and musicians. By inviting members of the public to sit 
amongst them during concerts, the Arch Sinfonia hope to build stronger relationships with 
audiences and increase the understanding of how an orchestra works. 

The Arch Sinfonia are grateful to their Principal Sponsor, EDHEC-Risk Insitute, for the ongoing 
support. 
 

www.archsinfonia.co.uk 

 

 


